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Abstract: Wireless sensor nodes are deployed in hostile environment as applications of wireless sensor network. Battery is the source of energy of these sensor nodes. Replacing their batteries is not feasible due to their deployment in hostile area. In the proposed research, main objective is to extend the lifetime of network by predicting the residual energy of sensor nodes. For enhancing the lifetime of the wireless sensor network, it is necessary to keep track of residual energy level. Tracking residual energy status of sensor nodes is helpful in creating the energy map for network. In this paper, an approach to predict the residual energy level and to generate energy map for wireless sensor network is proposed. Proposed algorithm is used with clustering algorithm. Simulation results show that proposed algorithm reduces number of the messages transmitted which intern increases network lifetime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advancement in the sensor nodes have resulted in low-cost and low-power design, distributed sensor network. Such sensor network comprises of large number of sensor nodes to monitor condition like light, temperature, sound, location and others. Each sensor node collaborates wirelessly to deliver the gathered environmental data to sink in distributed manner. Sink is computer which contains enough resources to process and compile the data that come from sensor nodes. WSNs have various applications in different areas such as machine health monitoring, process monitoring, disaster management, area monitoring, infrastructure protection, habitat monitoring, etc. [1]. Sensor node consists of several component like radio transceiver, microcontroller, a power source usually battery and memory [2]. A sensor node’s life is totally dependent on the battery installed in it. Most of the sensor node use batteries as power source, which is non-rechargeable. The energy of individual sensor node decreases while transmitting and receiving data packet. All nodes cannot communicate with each other directly. Sensor nodes communicates to its few neighboring nodes which lie in its communication range. Energy efficient routing protocol should be used to enhance the lifetime of wireless sensor networks.

Wireless sensor network is different from conventional wireless network and Adhoc network [3]. In most of the sensor networks, nodes are static but these network use dynamic network topology. Wireless sensor network operates in noisy environment and consists of large numbers of sensor nodes, which is comparably larger than conventional networks. So, scalability is another crucial factor for wireless sensor network because density of nodes in the network are very high [4]. The information about the remaining energy in every part of the wireless sensor network is called energy map. Energy map is shown in Fig. 1 [5]. This energy information can be represented by grey level image, where dark area shows region with more remaining energy and light area delineates region with less energy. Using energy information, we can get the amount of energy available in each part of network and that information will help to determine the nodes failure in near future due to lack of sufficient energy. Replacement policy can be framed to deploy new nodes in that area where nodes are going to die. In this way, the lifetime of sensor network can be enhanced. Other than this many of routing algorithm can take advantage of energy map to route data packet from one node to another by selecting only those nodes which have large amount of remaining energy.

Fig. 1. Energy map for network [5].

Energy map provides very important information about wireless sensor network. However, in naive approach every node sends its energy status periodically that would spend more energy to create energy map itself. Therefore, some efficient technique is needed to create energy map. Proposed method consists of clustering phase followed by remaining energy information collection at cluster head and after that using collected information about energy map at sink is formed. The main objective of this proposed work is to design an algorithm to predict remaining energy and generate energy map efficiently.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Wireless sensor network is a promising research area among the innovative technologies. To maximize lifetime of sensor network, several concepts are introduced. Zhao et al. [6] tried to proposed notation for energy map called scan (eScan). In this approach, rather than collecting all local scan centrally, all sensor nodes find their geographically positions and remaining energy. Local eScan are communicated if some significant depletion of energy of the node is there as compared to its previous eScan. To construct aggregation tree, sink node floods INTEREST message to the whole network. An aggregation is established with the sink node as root. To construct the aggregated scan of whole network, individual nodes broadcast their eScan. Aggregation is used when two neighboring nodes have same eScan value. Although aggregated scan loses the detailed energy information of individual sensor but it reduces the communication as well as processing cost. There is some drawback with this mechanism. Nodes near the sink deplete extra energy compared to other nodes. Moreover, this approach does not provide any topology control mechanism. To overcome these shortcomings author proposed a monitoring tool called digest [6].

H. Song et al. [7] proposed an improvement in eScan, where authors proposed a hierarchical approach for collecting residual energy continuously at sink to construct an energy map. Continuous Residual Energy Monitoring (CREM) by using topology control mechanism balanced the load of cluster head. Whole sensor network is primary divided in various static clusters by using the TopDisc algorithm proposed by Deb et al. [8] that is used to divide sensor network into static clusters. For each cluster, there is a cluster head. There are some bridging delivery nodes between two adjacent clusters. To collect energy information from leaf node to root node topology tree is used. Aggregation based approach generally suffers from overhead that is large no of message transmission by each sensor node.

In order to reduce the limitation of aggregation-based approach M.Li et al. [9] proposed contour map design mechanism ISO-MAP. By selecting some nodes, it generates and reports data, and ISO-MAP is able to construct contour maps. Proposed approach reduces the network traffic. This approach leads to degradation of quality of energy map because only small portion of network is used.

Based on how much energy sensor node has consumed in past, is used to predict the future energy requirement of sensor node [10]. If a node can predict how much energy it will require in near future, it is not required to communicate energy status each time to the collecting node. Nodes need to communicate its remaining energy status and parameters which describes dissipation rate of its energy to the collecting node. Authors provide two approaches for creation of energy map of network. In first approach, the map accuracy is more important so energy needed for construction of the energy map is not matter of concern. Another approach is about restrictive energy map construction in which finite energy budget is defined for each of the sensor nodes to create energy map. To analyze the energy consumption of node the authors proposed a State based Energy Dissipation Model (SEDM). In this approach, nodes have different operation modes. Each different operation mode has different levels of activation. Thus, there is different level of energy consumption. To design prediction model, they used probabilistic model based on Markov chains. Node operations mode is modelled by the status of Markov chain.

Al-Karaki et al. [11] proposed a scheme ECscale that shows energy concentration in the sensor network into detailed levels like topographic map. An aggregated view of the residual energy is provided by this scheme instead of detailed information of individual sensor node. A statistical model is used to forecast the remaining energy [12]. With the help of forecasted values, energy map can be constructed. Time series used to represent energy drop in sensor nodes. Authors use a novel regression model based on association rules called AREM model to predict the future value of time series.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In order to reduce the problem/difficulties erupted because of high communication cost we have proposed a Prediction using Energy Consumption Model (PECM) to estimate the remaining energy of sensor nodes at CH (Cluster head). Proposed algorithm uses energy consumption model to predict the remaining energy. After deployment of the sensor nodes, cluster formation takes place, which results into clusters of those sensor nodes which are temporally and spatially correlated. After cluster formation, at regular time interval $t_1$ each sensor node sends its energy status to its cluster head. Cluster head collects the energy status, compares with predicted values, and if there is any difference then updates predicted values with the actual energy status of the node. After processing, CH sends updated data to sink. Cluster head sends the energy status of its members upto four rounds. After receiving energy status of each sensor node, sink uses $GM(1,1)$ model to forecast the remaining energy of the sensor nodes for the next time interval. Fig. 2 shows the framework of the proposed algorithm.

![Framework of proposed prediction algorithm](image)

**Fig. 2. Framework of proposed prediction algorithm.**

An adaptive clustering protocol for wireless sensor networks is used in cluster formation [17]. Initially to exploit spatial correlation, given sensor field is divided into virtual grids. Temporal correlation is exploited using data mining techniques among sensor nodes based upon their sensed values over a time interval. Initially
cluster head gathers data from its members and generates frequent itemsets exploiting temporal correlation among its members. These frequent itemsets are further processed by sink to form temporally and spatially cohesive clusters. Grey model is used to forecast the upcoming values of a time series based upon current history. The first assumption of grey model is that only positive data values are to be used. The second assumption is that the sampling frequency of series is fixed. Further GM (1,1) is widely used in prediction because of its computational efficiency. GM (1,1) is used to obtain future values from current values of sensor node. The predictions using grey model are based on past data values. Initially these data values are stored to build the initial data sequence for GM (1,1) model. It is denoted as $E_r^{(0)}$.

$$E_r^{(0)} = (e_r^{(0)}(1), e_r^{(0)}(2), ..., e_r^{(0)}(n)), \quad n \geq 4,$$

Where $E_r^{(0)}$ is a non-negative sequence of remaining energy of the sensor node and $n$ is the size of the sample. After that Accumulation Generation Operator (AGO) is used on $E_r^{(0)}$ to obtain the series $E_r^{(1)}$.

$$E_r^{(1)} = (e_r^{(1)}(1), e_r^{(1)}(2), ..., e_r^{(1)}(n)), \quad n \geq 4,$$

Where $e_r^{(1)}(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} e_r^{(0)}(i), \quad k = 1, 2, 3, ..., n.$

The generated mean sequences $Z^{(1)}$ of $E_r^{(1)}$ is defined as:

$$Z^{(1)} = (z^{(1)}(1), z^{(1)}(2), ..., z^{(1)}(n)),$$

Here $z^{(1)}(k)$is the mean value of adjacent data defined in following equation.

$$z^{(1)}(k) = 0.5(z^{(0)}(k) + e^{(1)}(k - 1)).$$

And the projected value of information at time $k + H$ is given by following equation:

$$e_r^{(0)}(k + H) = \left[ e_r^{(0)}(1) - \frac{b}{a} \right] e^{-a(k-H-1)} + e^a.$$

In a given cluster, each sensor node can be in one of the two states: either it is serving as cluster head (CH) or it is a member of the cluster. While acting as cluster head, the node has to receive and transmit data on behalf of its members also. For a given sensor node $s_i$, let the probability of being a cluster head is $P_{CH_{s_i}}$ and probability of being a member of the cluster is $1 - P_{CH_{s_i}}$. Energy is consumed in a sensor node while transmitting data, receiving data and data processing. Although while a node is idle then least amount of energy is consumed. Energy consumption also depends upon the amount of data transmitted/received/processed. Thus, the energy consumed by the node $s_i$ can be expressed as following equation.

$$E_{s_i} = d_{R_{s_i}} E_{Rx} + d_{T_{s_i}} E_{Tx} + d_{P_{s_i}} E_{P} + E_{idle_{s_i}} t_{idle_{s_i}}$$

Where $E_{s_i}$ is the energy consumed by sensor node $s_i$ up to time $t$, $d_{R_{s_i}}(s_i)$ is the data received up to time $t$, $d_{T_{s_i}}(s_i)$ is the data transmitted up to time $t$, $d_{P_{s_i}}$ is the data processed up to time $t$, $E_{P}$ is the energy consumed in processing per unit data, $E_{idle_{s_i}}(s_i)$ is the energy consumed per unit time while idle mode and $t_{idle_{s_i}}(s_i)$ is time period up time $t$, for which node $s_i$ remains idle. When sensor node $s_i$ act as a cluster head then the energy consumed up to time $t$ is given by following equation.

$$E_{r_{s_i}(CH)}(s_i) = \left( d_{s_i}(s_i) E_{Rx} + d_{T_{s_i}}(s_i) E_{Tx} + d_{P_{s_i}} E_{P} + E_{idle_{s_i}} t_{idle_{s_i}}(s_i) \right) \times P_{CH_{s_i}}$$

Thus, the overall energy consumed by a node $s_i$ up to time $t$ is given by following equation.

$$E_{s_i} = E_{s_i(CH)} + E_{s_i(member)}$$

remaining energy, $E_{r_{s_i}(s_i)}$ at time $t$ can be computed by following equation.

$$E_{r_{s_i}(s_i)} = E_{s_i}^{(0)} - E_{s_i}^{(t)}$$

Where $E_{s_i}$ is energy at time $t = 0$, i.e. initial energy of node $s_i$.

After formation of cluster, CH predicts the energy level of its members at regular time interval $t_1$. As CH is responsible to assign task to its members, thus CH can compute the remaining energy of its members. After a regular time, interval $t_2$ where $t_1 > t_2$, for first round cluster member will send its remaining energy level to CH. CH will compare the predicted value with the actual values received from its members. For subsequent rounds CH will ask to send their energy level to only those nodes whose predicted and actual values differ by given threshold and modify their values accordingly. Afterwards, CH will send processed values to the sink. The complete process is shown in Fig. 3. For each sensor node, sink will maintain a queue, in which remaining energy level of node is stored. When this queue has minimum entries corresponding to each sensor node, sink will start to predict the energy level for each node using GM (1,1) model for subsequent rounds. After predicting values for each sensor node, sink computes difference between predicted value and last value stored at queue. Average Difference (AD) is computed for all nodes and broadcasted to network. The complete process is shown in Fig. 4.
After fourth round, each sensor node waits for broadcast message about average difference from sink. After receiving AD information, each sensor node computes difference between its current remaining energy level and last communicated remaining energy level. If computed difference and AD received from sink is within defined limit then no action has been taken, otherwise actual value of current remaining energy level is communicated to sink through respective CH. After receiving such values, sink will update the respective queue entry by actual received value. It will help to reduce the error in prediction.

**IV. SIMULATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM**

In this section, performance evaluation of the of proposed algorithm by simulating it in MATLAB is performed. Simulation parameters along with performance matrices Number of Messages and Network Lifetime (First Node Die (FND) and Half Node Die (HND)) are used. The effect of number of nodes on performance metrics to measure the effectiveness of proposed algorithm is also studied. To analyses the performance, proposed protocol is compared with existing approaches TinyDB [19] and INLR[9]. TinyDB is the foremost work pointing the application of contour mapping. In its one of the versions where aggregation is not performed, all nodes are required to send their values. In TinyDB, in-network computations are directly proportional to number of nodes. INLR requires values from each sensor node to create contour map. INLR also uses model based partial map aggregation which helps in reducing overheads. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.

In TinyDB, all sensor nodes communicate their energy status values to sink to create energy map. Whereas, in case of INLR, a model based partial map accumulation is used to form energy map, which definitely decreases number of messages. In case of proposed algorithm, after initial four rounds only few sensor nodes send values to cluster head, whose values differ from average difference more than threshold. Thus, our proposed algorithm outperforms others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Simulation Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parameter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network size (side of square sensor field)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission range (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy of node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{elec}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{fs}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{mp}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proposed algorithm inherits clustering mechanism from previously proposed Temporal-Spatial Correlation based Adaptive Clustering algorithm TSCAC [17]. Simulation results have been compared among TSCAC and TSCAC with proposed algorithm (TSCAC-EM). Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the comparison of network lifetime and number of sensor nodes. Fig. 6 shows the number of rounds spent till the first node in the deployed network dies and Fig. 7 shows the number of rounds spent until fifty percent of nodes in the deployed network die.

In case of TSCAC-EM network life time improves as compare to TSCAC, because TSCAC-EM balance the energy consumption by monitoring the remaining energy of each part of the network through cluster head.

V. CONCLUSION

Energy maps can be utilized for extending the lifetime of network. In the proposed research, by utilizing the grey system theory-based prediction is used to predict the residual energy. Predicted energy status is used for creating energy map in order to extend the network lifetime. In the proposed algorithm, the sink node predicts the remaining energy of the nodes based upon the collected remaining energy information. Simulation results prove the usefulness of the proposed algorithm. Proposed algorithm inherits our previously proposed clustering algorithm (TSCAC). The network lifetime of TSCAC-EM (TSCAC with Energy Map) marginally improves over the TSCAC. The major contribution of the proposed energy map algorithm is to identify the critical regions, where the energy depletion rate is high. Thus, node replacement policy can be framed or load can be balanced among other nodes to avoid network partitioning.
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